Electric Car Chassis for Shell Eco Marathon Competition: Design, Modelling and Finite Element Analysis
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Abstract: The increasing demand for energy efficient electric cars, in the automotive sector, entails the need for improvement of their structures, especially the chassis, because of its multifaceted role on the vehicle dynamic behaviour. The major criteria for the development of electric car chassis are the stiffness and strength enhancement subject to mass reduction as well as cost and time elimination. Towards this direction, this work indicates an integrated methodology of developing an electric car chassis considering the modeling and simulation concurrently. The chassis has been designed in compliance with the regulations of Shell Eco Marathon competition. This methodology is implemented both by the use of our chassis load calculator (CLC) model, which automatically calculates the total loads applied on the vehicle’s chassis and by the determination of a worst case stress scenario. Under this extreme stress scenario, the model’s output was evaluated for the chassis design and the FEA method was performed by the pre-processor ANSA and the solver Ansys. This method could be characterized as an accurate ultrafast and cost-efficient method.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, automotive manufacturers are focused on electricity in order to maximize cars’ efficiency as well as to meet the emission standards. In particular, Chinese manufacturers become the world’s largest electric vehicle production market. Lightweight materials, advanced manufacturing processes and special electric chassis design are set to be the main focus for improving the energy efficiency of electric cars’ structures [1–3].

Towards this direction, the goal of the current work is the development of a modeling and simulation methodology for the future electric car’s chassis. As a case study, a space frame chassis is used, which was designed for the racing competition Shell Eco Marathon [4] and complied with its rules and regulations [5]. The present publication has been revealed through the development of previous works. The design and manufacturing of the aforementioned space frame chassis was presented in [6] as well as both modeling and simulation steps in [7,8].

Generally, a crucial role on the maximization of electric car’s efficiency is the achievement of lightweight and stiff car’s structures. Undoubtedly, chassis is one of the most important elements of the structure. Hence, it must be designed optimally to reduce its weight while enhancing overall car performance. Common lightweight urban vehicles are often employing space frame structures in
order to meet strength, low manufacturing cost and aesthetic demands [9,10]. Examples of electric cars with space frame are found in literature [11,12]. Furthermore, an example of an aluminum space frame chassis is presented in bibliography [12]. Also, hydrogen fuel cell powered car’s chassis for Shell Eco Marathon is found in work [13].

Obviously, the need for lower conceptual design costs in shorter time in conjunction with the need for new modeling techniques, lead the automotive companies to find better ways to develop vehicles. Simulation through finite element analysis (FEA) is a cost and time efficient way to develop electric car chassis whereas at the same time provides innovative product development. Another important point to be considered is the modeling methodology in which a chassis structure is studied [14]. Specifically, these works [15–17], using FEA, have proved that their chassis meet the strength requirements, under standard deformation modes, without calculating the exact loads which create these deformation modes. Additionally, these works [14,16–19] proposed the chassis to be constrained at the rear axles with all DOFs and at the same time the loads were applied, especially, to the front axles of the chassis.

The novelty of the current publication is the overcoming of the time consuming conceptual design process, which is suitable for electric car’s chassis and was attained with the use of our chassis load calculator (CLC) model. Furthermore, a specialized and integrated methodology of the FEM method was developed, in which all the steps were pointed out thoroughly. Contrary to other previous works which modeled their chassis using standard deformation modes and without combined stress conditions, in the present study, the chassis was modeled after calculating the exact vehicle’s dynamic loads under a combined stress condition. This method is more accurate and helps the designers to investigate the paths and the amplitude of the loads. Finally, another great outcome of this work was the achievement of the lightest chassis in the Shell Eco Marathon competition.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Vehicle and Chassis Design and Specifications

The vehicle is a one seat, four wheel car for urban environments, particularly designed for the racing competition Shell Eco Marathon. The energy system of the car consists of a brushless electric motor with 4 Nm max motor torque and 4000 RPM max motor rotational frequency, powered from a 1.2 kW H₂ fuel cell. The fuel cell uses a hydrogen 200 bar bottle as a fuel tank so as to power the vehicle. The powertrain consists of one-stage geared transmission with ratio 1:10 placed between the electric motor and the wheel in order to provide the needed torque and rpm. The drag coefficient ($C_d$) is 0.21 and the maximum vehicle speed is 37 km/h. The body shell is 1 mm thickness carbon-fiber and it is not used as a structural part of the chassis. The dimensions of the vehicle are $(2.5 \times 1.25 \times 1)$ m ($L \times W \times H$) with 1.295 m wheelbase and 0.910 m track width. The total car’s weight with the driver on seat (73 kg driver’s weight) is 155.1 kg and excluding the driver is 82.1 kg. The achieved autonomy is around 63 km/kwh and the CO₂ emissions are 0 gr [7,20]. The electric car is shown in Figure 1 during the race in the Shell Eco Marathon competition [6,7].

Figure 1. The electric car at the Shell Eco Marathon competition (Data from [7] under open access license).
The chassis employs an aluminum space frame constructed by (30 × 30) mm 6082-T6 aluminum hollow sections with 1.5 mm wall thickness, welded together accurately. In the front-end structure, the spindle base is made of aluminum 6082-T6 and the spindle of AISI 9000 series steel. The rear end structure is made of AISI 9000 Series Steel. The dimensions of the chassis are 1.740 × 0.730 × 0.740 m (L × W × H) and its weight is 10.85 kg. The studied electric car’s space frame chassis design with the front spindle bases, the front spindles and the rear semi-axle kit is shown in Figure 2.

The properties of the AISI 9000 series steel and the aluminum 6082-T6 are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus E</td>
<td>207,000</td>
<td>Mpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus G</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>Mpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength σc</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>Mpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>7.8 × 10^{-9}</td>
<td>tonne/mm^3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus E</td>
<td>72,000</td>
<td>Mpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus G</td>
<td>33,800</td>
<td>Mpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength σc</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>Mpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson ratio ν</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>2.7 × 10^{-9}</td>
<td>tonne/mm^3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The center of gravity for the chassis and the electric car were calculated in our previous paper [6] and are shown in Tables 3 and 4 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lx (mm)</th>
<th>Ly (mm)</th>
<th>Lz (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>951.025</td>
<td>385.413</td>
<td>254.894</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COGx (mm)</th>
<th>COGy (mm)</th>
<th>COGz (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>872.766</td>
<td>392.328</td>
<td>408.793</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Loading Assumptions and Preparation Finite Element Model and Results

2.2.1. Worst Case Stress Scenario

The worst case stress scenario which is used in the current work has been thoroughly described in our previous paper [8]. In this scenario, the vehicle is turning in the first corner and the wheel is positioned in the apex at 30 km/h, it encounters a stationary preceding vehicle and decelerates immediately (6 m/s²), to avoid the accident [22–28].

2.2.2. Chassis Load Calculator Model

The chassis load calculator (CLC) model has been presented analytically in our previous paper [8] and it is used in the current work in order to calculate automatically the magnitude and the direction of the loads acting on the car, by importing its characteristics. The model has been implemented by the use of vehicle dynamics theory [22,29–33] and the model’s output is presented in Tables 5–7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Total vertical loads on each wheel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Vertical Loads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total vertical load (left front wheel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total vertical load (right front wheel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total vertical load (left rear wheel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total vertical load (right rear wheel)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6. Cornering forces Fy and moments Mx from contact patch to the center of axle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cornering Forces and Moments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fy (left front wheel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fy (right front wheel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fy (left rear wheel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fy (right rear wheel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mx (left front axle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mx (right front axle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mx (left rear axle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mx (right rear axle)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7. Braking forces Fx, Fz and moments My1, My2 from disc effective radius to the axle.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Braking Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left front axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right front axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left rear axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right rear axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moments from Braking Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left front axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right front axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left rear axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right rear axle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3. Pre-Processing of Data and Finite Element Modeling (FEM)

The ANSA pre-processor of the BETA CAE Systems was employed for the preparation of the model [34]. ANSA tool ensures efficient simulation in a short time and without the need for experiments with physical models. The model was prepared properly in order to be solved, using the ANSYS solver, a software package of the Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC) [35]. Different finite element solvers can be used instead. By importing the CAD file from Pro Engineer to ANSA, the 48 different parts of the assembly were recognized and they are shown in different colors in Figure 3.
Different finite element solvers can be used instead. By importing the CAD file from Pro Engineer to ANSA, the 48 different parts of the assembly were recognized and they are shown in different colors in Figure 3.

Geometry Cleanup

Subsequently, a geometry check was performed. Any triple cons errors were observed in cyan color as shown in Figure 4a. Erasing the surplus cons the geometry errors were fixed. In the following, intersections check was carried out. Intersections were appeared in red color as shown in Figure 4b. Thereafter, intersections were fixed with the use of geometry fixing tools.

Materials and Properties Definition

The aluminum 6082-T6 properties of the chassis and the front spindle base, the AISI 9000 series steel properties of the front spindle and the rear end structure were inserted into the material forms.

Shell Meshing

With the shell mesh command, an initial mesh at the surfaces of the solid was constructed. In the field of mesh parameters, the maximum and the minimum dimension of the mesh was assigned as 10 and 5 mm respectively, so as to include a great number of elements inside the model. Moreover, the meshing scenario was created in every single part separately. Regions which were anticipated to experience high changes in stress require a higher finite element mesh density than those which were anticipated to experience little or no stress variation. Additionally, points of interest such as holes, fillets or corners were meshed properly.

Volume Meshing

By using the already created surface mesh as a base, the volume mesh was derived by the mesh volume command. The mesh in some areas was performed with higher density compared to the rest of the model and the points of interest such as holes, fillets, or corners were meshed properly, as shown in Figure 5. Finally, the finite element model was composed of 115110 shell elements (trias) and 182170 volume elements (tetras).
Materials and Properties Definition

The aluminum 6082-T6 properties of the chassis and the front spindle base, the AISI 9000 series steel properties of the front spindle and the rear end structure were inserted into the material forms.

Shell Meshing

With the shell mesh command, an initial mesh at the surfaces of the solid was constructed. In the field of mesh parameters, the maximum and the minimum dimension of the mesh was assigned as 10 and 5 mm respectively, so as to include a great number of elements inside the model. Moreover, the meshing scenario was created in every single part separately. Regions which were anticipated to experience high changes in stress require a higher finite element mesh density than those which were anticipated to experience little or no stress variation. Additionally, points of interest such as holes, fillets or corners were meshed properly.

Volume Meshing

By using the already created surface mesh as a base, the volume mesh was derived by the mesh volume command. The mesh in some areas was performed with higher density compared to the rest of the model and the points of interest such as holes, fillets, or corners were meshed properly, as shown in Figure 5. Finally, the finite element model was composed of 115,110 shell elements (trias) and 182,170 volume elements (tetras).

Figure 5. Volume mesh: (a) front end structure; and (b) rear end structure.
Meshing Check

A series of checks, negative volume check, penetration-intersections check, duplicate elements check and undefined check, were conducted in order to ensure the functionality of the model. The model was error-free and ready for further processing.

Bolt and Contact Flange Connections

Bolt connections and contact flanges were applied properly as shown in Figure 6.

Load Step Manager

In the load step manager, one step was determined. The step includes the permanent static loads (seat plus the driver load, fuel cell load, battery light load, steering system load and electric motor load), the total dynamic loads on the front axles which act during the coexistence of braking and cornering and finally the loading constraints.

Loading Constraints Selection

In the current work, the cornering and braking load case were selected to validate the strength of the chassis. As a vehicle brakes while it is cornering, an instantaneous weight transfer occurs to the front, outside axle [16]. At this very moment, the loads are applied especially to the front axles of the vehicle and it could be assumed that the rear axles of the vehicle remain fixed [18,19]. Thus, the rearmost section of the chassis was selected to be constrained with all DOF’s (123456) as shown in Figure 7 [14,17].
Figure 6. Connections: (a) front bolt connections; (b) rear bolt connections; (c) front contact flanges; and (d) rear contact flanges.

Load Step Manager

In the load step manager, one step was determined. The step includes the permanent static loads (seat plus the driver load, fuel cell load, battery light load, steering system load and electric motor load), the total dynamic loads on the front axles which act during the coexistence of braking and cornering and finally the loading constraints.

Loading Constraints Selection

In the current work, the cornering and braking load case were selected to validate the strength of the chassis. As a vehicle brakes while it is cornering, an instantaneous weight transfer occurs to the front, outside axle [16]. At this very moment, the loads are applied especially to the front axles of the vehicle and it could be assumed that the rear axles of the vehicle remain fixed [18,19]. Thus, the rearmost section of the chassis was selected to be constrained with all DOF’s (123456) as shown in Figure 7 [14,17].

Figure 7. Constraints on the chassis.

Front Axle Loads

Thereupon, the longitudinal, the lateral and the vertical nodal forces as well as the roll and the pitch nodal moments were applied on the front axles as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Front axle loads on the chassis.

Permanent Static Loads

The permanent static loads are the pressure which is applied from the total driver’s weight plus the seat’s weight, the fuel cell force, the battery light force, the steering system force, and the electric motor force. The fuel cell force is assembling at the rear side of the chassis by four bases. The total load of the fuel cell is applied on the chassis through these four bases.

The pressure which is applied from the driver (73 kg driver’s weight) plus the seat (2 kg seat’s weight) was calculated, dividing the force applied by both the driver and the seat by the area that the driver’s seat takes up on the chassis. However, there are four seat bases, which occupy four equal areas, so we have four equal pressures applied on the chassis. Each one of the four pressures can be calculated by

\[
F = \frac{W}{A} = \frac{W}{4 \times A} = \frac{W}{4}
\]

where \(W\) is the weight of the driver plus the seat; \(F\) is the force which is applied by the driver plus the seat; \(F_1, F_2, F_3,\) and \(F_4\) are the four equal forces which are applied by the driver plus the seat through the four bases; \(A\) is the total area that the driver’s seat takes up on the chassis; \(A_1, A_2, A_3,\) and \(A_4\) are the four equal areas that the four seat bases takes up on the chassis; \(P\) is the total pressure which is applied from the driver plus the seat on the chassis and \(P_1, P_2, P_3,\) and \(P_4\) are the four equal pressures that the four seat bases apply on the chassis.
\[
F_1 = F_2 = F_3 = F_4 = \frac{F}{4} = \frac{735.750}{4} = 183.938 \text{ N} \tag{2}
\]

\[
A_1 = A_2 = A_3 = A_4 = \frac{A}{4} = 54.050 \times 30 = 1621.500 \text{ mm}^2 \tag{3}
\]

\[
P_1 = P_2 = P_3 = P_4 = \frac{F}{A} = 0.113 \text{ MPa} \tag{4}
\]

where \( W \) is the weight of the driver plus the seat; \( F \) is the force which is applied by the driver plus the seat; \( F_1, F_2, F_3, \) and \( F_4 \) are the four equal forces which are applied by the driver plus the seat through the four bases; \( A \) is the total area that the driver’s seat takes up on the chassis; \( A_1, A_2, A_3, \) and \( A_4 \) are the four equal areas that the four seat bases takes up on the chassis; \( P \) is the total pressure which is applied from the driver plus the seat on the chassis and \( P_1, P_2, P_3, \) and \( P_4 \) are the four equal pressures that the four seat bases apply on the chassis.

The permanent static pressure of the total driver’s weight plus the seat’s weight was applied on the elements of the model as shown in Figure 9a and the permanent static forces (fuel cell forces, battery light force, steering system force, and electric motor force) were applied on the nodes of the model as shown in white colors in Figure 9b. The battery, steering system and electric motor forces are 19.62, 68.67, and 29.43 N, respectively. The fuel cell force is divided into four forces resulting in 29.43 N per force.

**Figure 9.** Permanent static loads: (a) pressure applied with the driver on seat; and (b) fuel cell forces, battery light force, steering system force and electric motor force (in white colors).

**Gravity Acceleration**

Finally, the gravity acceleration was taken under consideration (9810 mm/s\(^2\)) on the \( z \)-axis as shown in Figure 10.
2.2.4. FEM Results

The linear static analysis was performed by the Ansys solver. The equivalent von Mises stresses and deformations of the assembly structure are presented in Figure 11. The results present a maximum stress value of 317.79 MPa and deformations up to 9.55 mm, both being considered acceptable. Specifically, the maximum stress value of 317.79 MPa is presented in the rear semi-axle kit, which is made of stainless steel with yield strength 850 MPa, moreover in the space frame, which is made of aluminum with yield strength 255 MPa, the maximum stress is 226.99 MPa, as shown in Figure 11b. A 8 GB RAM, Intel i7 2.90 GHz computer was used and a mean duration of 45 min was needed in order to solve the problem.

The chassis design is lightweight and sustains the mechanical loads while respecting acceptable maximal displacement and maximal von Mises stress. Nevertheless, further mass reduction as well as strength and stiffness maximization could be achieved by the use of topology optimization [36].

Figure 11. FEM results: (a) von Mises stresses; (b) area with the highest von Mises stresses; and (c) deformations.
3. Materials and Methods

The software Pro Engineer Wildfire 5 has been used for the three-dimensional design of the chassis and the parts that are fitted on the chassis, as well as for the calculation of the chassis center of gravity. The ANSA pre-processor of the BETA CAE Systems has been employed for the preparation of the model and the Ansys software for its solution. Furthermore, the MATLAB has been used for the creation of the chassis load calculator (CLC) model.

4. Conclusions

Electric cars are becoming a promising solution for the near future. Hence, this work thoroughly explains the design, modelling, and simulation processes for an electric car’s chassis. The criteria of comparison for the best electric chassis design at the Shell Eco Marathon are the weight, the strength, the ergonomics and safety. The proposed electric car chassis is synonymous with lightweight engineering because of being the lightest chassis of the competition while it obeys ergonomic and safety rules.

The innovation of this research work is the overcoming of the time consuming process by using the chassis load calculator (CLC) model suitable for an electric car. Furthermore, the methodology for the processing procedure through FEM, which was developed under a combined stress scenario and by using the exact vehicle’s dynamic loads, would be suggested as an accurate ultrafast method. In the future, further study with more loading cases and further optimization of dimensions and materials will be followed.
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